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A Miscellany Of Business Contradictions
Several readers have been asking for more illustrations of businesses resolving
contradictions. We’ve traditionally been reluctant to write the cases we analyse into formal
case studies for the very simple reason that, because ideas tend to transfer very quickly
across the business community, the ‘wow’ effect of today’s business innovations can very
rapidly turn into tomorrow’s ‘so what’. That shouldn’t necessarily stop us from presenting
cases that can help others to make best use of the business version of the Contradiction
Matrix though. This article, then, presents half a dozen mini examples of business
innovations, aimed at achieving precisely that goal. Hopefully, however, one or two still
possess enough of an unexpected twist to present a broader level of insight.
We begin with a pair of the most successful UK advertising campaigns of recent times.
First up the Yorkie chocolate bar:
Reviving Yorkie
Back in 2002, the UK market for chocolate bars was pretty much saturated and Nestlé’s
lead product, Yorkie, was in such a state of tailspin the company was seriously
considering dropping the bar from the product range. Fortunately, the Yorkie team was
given one last shot at saving itself. There was no money for changes to the format, and
there wasn’t a lot of money for advertising, but the biggest problem seemed to be that this
was one of the most heavily (over-) advertised categories in the whole FMCG sector.
Figure 1 illustrates the problem looked like from the perspective of the Contradiction
Matrix:

Figure 1: Yorkie Chocolate Bar Contradiction

Figure 2 illustrates the resulting Yorkie ‘it’s not for girls’ advertising campaign. Initially
intended as a very tentative experiment – it took a brave brand manager to press the ‘go’
button at all – the campaign is still successful seven years later, and, more to the point,
the Yorkie is back in the top three in its category.

Figure 2: ‘It’s Not For Girls’
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The campaign offers an illustration of several Inventive Principles:
4, Asymmetry– exploitation of the men/women asymmetry (also 1, Segmentation)
2, Taking Out – tell some consumers they ‘can’t have’ the product (also 37, Relative
Change)…
13, Other Way Around…. Knowing that when told they can’t have it, these consumers will
want the product even more
Hȁagen-Dazs
Even more successful than the Yorkie campaign in terms of both impact and its iconic
status was the Hȁagen-Dazs ice-cream ‘Lose Control’ advertising campaign from the early
1990s – Figure 3.

Figure 3: Hȁagen-Dazs’ Revolutionary ‘Lose Control’ Advertising Campaign

The contradiction Hȁagen-Dazs successfully challenged was somewhat different to
Yorkie, although the basic motivation – to increase sales – was the same. The early 1990s
was a time of recession in the UK and so if advertising in general was finding the times
tough, the ice-cream sector was finding it tougher. Advertising spend in the category had
in fact been low for some time since ‘ice-cream was just ice-cream’. Figure 4 shows how
the contradiction might be mapped onto the Matrix:

Figure 4: Hȁagen-Dazs Ice-Cream Contradiction

Looking back at Figure 4, the Lose Control campaign offers an illustration of several
Inventive Principles consistent with what the Matrix recommends for these kinds of
situations:
17, Another Dimension – in effect Hȁagen-Dazs created the ‘super-premium’ category…
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13, Other Way Around - …in a recession
5, Merging – actually, in retrospect the most significant feature of the campaign was the
very erotic theme of the campaign. The combination of the innocence of ice-cream plus
the overtly sensual nature of the campaign photographs created a strong ‘paradescent’
(Reference 1) effect. Suddenly ice-cream could mean both innocence and sex.
The result of the campaign – which was initially run solely in newspapers to save money –
was the invention of a category that still exists today, and a close to 400% increase in the
company’s business.
Curves
The US-originated Curves gym franchise – Figure 5 – is currently one of the most
successful franchising operations of all time. With close to 10,000 Curves gyms in, now,
35 countries, clearly Curves has achieved something that no other gym has managed to
do.

Figure 5: Curves Gym Franchise

The contradiction the Curves management had to overcome was the fight between their
desire to expand gymnasium experience to more sites and geographic locations and the
fact that a large percentage of (particularly) women are intimidated by the gym experience.
Figure 6 maps this conflict onto the Matrix:

Figure 6: Curves Gym Key Contradiction

What Curves did, of course, presents a number of illustrations of the Inventive Principles:
2, Taking Out – remove all of the intimidating gym equipment
5, Merging – emphasising the social aspects of gym
35, Parameter Changes – emphasise short, 30 minute, bursts rather than intensive ‘workouts’.

Staying with the franchise them is Turkish company, Silk & Cashmere, one of the world’s
most successful luxury-goods retailers – Figure 7. There are brands or shops around the
world dealing only in cashmere or only in silk, but Silk & Cashmere is the first and only in
the world with the vision of combining the two - creating a concept, a brand name, and an
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expanding sales chain - submitting both of these luxuries to its customers at the same
time and at the same locations. Aysen Zamanpur, the company’s CEO, has thus far
received 12 awards in “entrepreneurship and brand success”, including the “perfect
entrepreneurship award” of the United Nations.

Figure 7: Silk & Cashmere

The key contradiction in clothes retailing is how to overcome the very seasonal scheduling
of goods. The problem is extreme in that silk is very much seen as a ‘summer’ material
while cashmere is viewed as a ‘winter’ fabric. Selling both silk and cashmere, of course,
goes some way to resolving this problem. Ms Zamanpur’s innovation, however, goes
some way further than merely selling both fabrics. The company’s main innovation, then,
was to make garments in (Principle 5) silk-and-cashmere blends for the two mid-season
dips of Spring & Autumn. More recently, in a nice illustration of Principle 35, Parameter
Changes, the company also varies the blend ratios and product mix at regular intervals
during the year. Figure 8 shows what the Matrix has to say about how others have
resolved similar conflicts:

Figure 8: Key Silk & Cashmere Contradiction

NetJets
Originating back in 1986, fractional-ownership business jet operator, NetJet – Figure 9 –
currently operates close to 2000 aircraft for over 3500 corporate clients across the world.

Figure 9: NetJets
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The contradiction NetJets resolves for their long-distance travelling executive clients is
should they buy a jet or face the traumas and inconvenience of business travel on
commercial airlines. Figure 10 maps this classic problem onto the Contradiction Matrix:

Figure 10: NetJets’ Client Contradiction

The NetJets solution offers a number of relatively simple illustrations of the Principles
recommended by the Matrix:
13, Other Way Around – business travel that adapts to your schedule
5, Merging – first, and most obviously, the whole fractional ownership idea means that
several corporate clients merge to own a share of a jet, but also, the NetJet logistics
operation also makes use of commercial airlines if they happen to offer a more convenient
option for certain journeys.
15, Dynamics – clients are able to increase or decrease their share according to actual
needs, so that, for example, they can buy a certain number of flying hours per year as
opposed to a fixed percentage of an aircraft.
Norwich Union
Our final case study brings us right up to date with a recent innovation from UK insurance
company, Norwich Union. Their ‘Pay-as-you-Drive’ scheme for car owners – Figure 11 –
has thus far delivered a step-change improvement in the company’s performance in a
market sector increasingly being attacked by non-traditional insurers.

Figure 11: Norwich Union ‘Pay-As-You-Drive’ Motor Insurance

Drivers (particularly younger and occasional) find insurance very expensive and would
value cheaper solutions. For their part, insurers see this group as a higher risk. ‘Pay as
you drive’ (PAYD) is a solution that comes from thinking about this conflict. The immediate
next conflict, however, and the key to the innovation from the Norwich Union perspective
is the potential cost of monitoring how many miles the PAYD driver has accrued. Figure 12
maps the problem from both company and consumer perspectives. As may be seen from
the picture, the issues – as is often the case in insurance – all centre around the conflict
between supply costs and risk:
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Figure 12: Norwich Union Motor Insurance Contradiction

The basic Pay-as-you-drive solution plus the others thus far adopted by the company can
be mapped as illustrations of the Inventive Principles as follows:
27 – Cheap Disposable, and 19, Periodic action = (PAYD)…
3, Local Quality – …calculated on an individual/mile basis…
24, Intermediary – …and monitored using automatic GPS tracking systems

Reference
1) Shakar, A., ‘The Savage Girl’, Scribner, 2002.
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New Trend: Consumer Intangibles
One of our favourite quotations of last year was J.P.Morgan’s, “a man makes a decision
for two reasons – the good reason and the real reason.” The quote reminds us that about
the often profound difficulties of predicting what consumers will and won’t spend their
hard-earned money on. The last few years has seen the publication of a slew of books –
Figure 1 – trying to unravel the story. Collectively they have brought the whole subject of
‘behavioural economics’ or ‘psycho-economics’ to the masses. And more particularly to
the designers of new products and services.

Figure 1: Better Examples From The Behavioural Economics Book Avalanche

In effect, behavioural economics makes it explicitly possible for designers to shift their
design methods to a new level of sophistication. That new level centres around the
exploitation (sometimes literally!) of ‘irrational’ behaviours. As such, based on our stepchange trend pattern way of looking at the world, we think there is a progression which
now has three distinct stages as shown in Figure 2:

?
Tangibles

Conscious Intangibles

Sub-Conscious Intangibles

Figure 2: Proposed Customer Intangibles Trend

The first stage of the proposed trend involves design methods that focus solely on the
tangible functions and outcomes delivered by a product or service. A shoe that has been
designed to protect and support my feet and ankles when I jog is at this stage. Today, it
would be very unlikely that such a shoe would sell very well because other shoes on the
market have already made the jump to the second stage. This second stage then sees
designers explicitly thinking about and incorporating intangible customer and consumer
functions and outcomes into what they do. A Nike running shoe and the whole ‘Just Do It’
message that surrounds it sells more shoes than anyone else, because it has successfully
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delivered both the tangible function of protecting feet, but also the intangible belief that
we’re somehow more tuned-in and focused, (read real reason: cooler) for choosing this
brand over any other.
The ‘new’ third stage of the trend, now, is where the designer is successfully tap into a
subconscious irrational resource within the intended purchaser. It is not clear that the
running-shoe industry has as yet successfully made the jump to this third stage. A
possible example – it is too soon to tell just how successful the shoe will be in convincing
lots of people to buy it – is the MBT technology ‘anti-shoe’ shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Masai Barefoot Technology (MBT) ‘Anti-Shoe’

The underlying ‘irrationality’ in the MBT shoe is that it is deliberately designed to be
unstable. It creates a natural instability underfoot, which ‘stimulates and exercises the
body's supporting muscle system’. Trying to sell a deliberately unstable shoe, doesn’t
immediately sound like a great marketing strategy… which is where the cunning use of
‘Masai Barefoot’ comes in (immediate mental image of African tribe running over unstable
ground and ‘never having any foot problems’).
If the MBT example is as yet unproven, already known to be a big winner by tapping into
consumer ‘irrational’ intangibles has been the plethora of ‘Zero’ calorie soda drinks Figure 4.

Figure 4: ‘Zero’ Soda Drinks

On the face of it, the difference between choosing, Diet Coke (with about 4 calories) and
Coke Zero (with apparently none) makes as close to no difference at all versus the
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decision to purchase a fully-leaded Coke (with about 140 calories). Even if I drink a dozen
cans a day, saving four calories is not going to make any kind of tangible difference to my
daily calorie intake. And yet, somehow, when given the choice, consumers seem to be
tending strongly towards the Zero option. Coca-Cola, in other words, has made explicit the
behavioural economists ‘discovery’ that consumers have a very non-linear attraction to
‘zero’.
Key to the understanding of the ‘sub-conscious intangibles’ trend stage here is the word
‘explicit’. It is surely true that ‘irrational subconscious’ acts have resulted in business
successes in the past. The difference now is that designers are aware and consciously
using these irrationals as design strategies.
By way of an example of a non-deliberate use of irrationals as a design strategy, although
sticking with number-based irrational consumer behaviours, is the almost universal use of
‘slightly-under’ pricing strategies by retailers depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The Irrational Attraction Of ‘$x.99’ Pricing

We all ‘know’ that the difference between ten dollars and nine dollars, ninety-nine cents is
to all intents and purposes negligible, but are we nevertheless much more likely to buy the
9.99 option than the $10 one. Even though the one cent change we receive will probably
be discarded or left behind on the counter. Although this type of pricing is tapping into an
irrational behavior, it was not originally designed for the job that it currently does. In actual
fact, this type of pricing policy was introduced by retailers to prevent their staff from not
entering purchases into the tills. Few if any customers were likely to have 99 cents in
change to hand over, so having to give them back a cent from the till, meant that the staff
had to open the till.
The $9.99 strategy, then, was introduced for very tangible reasons. The new design-forirrationals job is about tapping into the myriad foibles of the human mind and deliberately
turning them into commercial success. Preferably without making consumers feel like
they’ve been manipulated… which will probably ultimately lead us to the next contradiction
and a new fourth stage to the Trend.
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40 Inventive Photoshop Principles
Photoshop. The ultimate photographer’s creativity aid. And source of a million and one
innpvations. Here are a few of our favourites:
First up, congratulations to the almost-on-the-ball photographer on commission to shoot
the new packaging for a Curves cereal. Priniple 32, Colour Change, or 3, Local Quality.
You decide:

Or how about a swift (and hopefully painless) piece of Principle 17, Another Dimension,
hip surgery. Same model, same photograph, two different ads:

What about Sam Mendes’ attempt to create a new, Principle 4, Asymmetry, fashion trend?
Who needs two jacket sleeves when one will do? I think I can sense a big business
opportunity here. I also like the idea of adding an extra layer of clothing if I’m about to hug
Kate Winslet. Sort of like oven-gloves.
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Principle 2, Taking Out, is another frequent Photoshop strategy. Here are a couple of
examples of the Principle in action. Or not. First a touch of ethnic cleansing by UK
‘news’paper The Sun – check out the left-hand side of the photo. Second, an example
where Principle 2 wasn’t used, but really – really (I developed a nervous tic already) –
should have:

Need a little calm and serenity after that one? How about a trip to this beautiful ocean-side
restaurant. Not sure what planet it is on, but I’d sure be willing to pay extra for a window
seat come sunset:

Principle 5 rules okay. Or was that Principle 26, Cloning – err, Copying….
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Finally, - insert drum-roll here – after 14 years of fruitless searching, we can finally reveal
the emergence of that elusive 41st Inventive Principle. All that time we’ve been wasting
scouring the patent databases of the world, and we literally missed dozens of clear and
conclusive pieces of photographic evidence. Ladies and gentlemen, please, all rise and
give three cheers for Inventive Principle 41, ‘Add A Hand’:
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Patent of the Month – Branched Nano-Structures/3D Thin-Film Micro-Battery
The patent of the month award this month is split between two inventions, both granted on
5 May, and both heading in the direction of doing things at very small size scales.
First up, US7,528060, granted to inventors at – and this is a first for us – the University of
Puerto Rico. The invention generally relates to the formation of branched nanostructures
and more specifically to methods of synthesizing one-branch and multi-branched
nanostructures.
According to the background information supplied by the inventors, ‘substantial
development efforts have recently focused on the synthesis of nanotubes and nanorods.
These are needed for interconnecting circuits, sensors, optoelectronics and other nanosized elements. These connections are needed to make ultra-compact devices’.
‘While one-dimensional nanostructures are useful to connect two elements, branching of
nanotubes and nanorods is important because it permits the interconnection of multiple
elements… To date, however, the prior art does not teach the synthesis of branched
nanostructures by methods that can individually control in situ the growth process,
specially for silicon- and carbon-derived nanostructures. Because of these materials'
properties they are widely used in the electronics industry and in fabricating nano-scale
devices. While silicon nanowires have been synthesized, there remains a need for
branched and multi-branched silicon nanostructures’.
Here’s how we might map this problem onto the Contradiction Matrix:

And here’s how the inventors solved the problem:
According to one aspect of the invention, a method of growing a branched silicon-derived
nanostructures begins by providing a porous silicon substrate. This is placed in the vacuum
chamber of a transmission electron microscope. An electron beam is directed at the edge of the
porous silicon substrate, which causes a branched silicon nanostructure to grow… The total length
of the branched nanostructure, the body diameter and the branches' diameters can be controlled
by adjusting the electron beam irradiation parameters.

And here’s what the results look like:
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Amazing. And simple when you know how. Let’s hope the work can make a safe transition
from the lab to practical application.
Our second invention, then, appears to be a tad further along that journey, although the
work is still at the university lab stage. Tel Aviv University to be precise. Their work,
granted in US7,527,897, relates to a three-dimensional thin-film micro-battery:

This from the inventors’ description of what they have achieved:
A microchannel plate (MCP) is a two-dimensional array of tubes of very-small diameter (commonly
referred to as capillaries, or channels), which are fused together and sliced to form a thin plate. A
typical MCP has several million independent channels. MCPs are widely used in detection of lowlevel radiation and electron signals, wherein each of the channels works as an independent
electron multiplier. MCPs are commercially available from a number of different sources, such as
Del Mar Ventures (San Diego, Calif.) and Burle Electro-Optics, Inc. (Sturbridge, Mass.)….
…Although MCPs themselves are well known in the art of radiation and electron detection, their
use as a substrate for energy-storage devices is novel. Because of the processes by which MCPs
are made--by fusing together multiple tubes--they can be made with very small channel diameters,
high channel density and high channel aspect ratio. As a result, MCP-based microbatteries have a
larger electrode area/volume ratio, and thus higher electrical capacity, than microbatteries known
in the art,

The key sentence in this disclosure is the one at the start of the second paragraph. What
the inventors have done in effect is to transfer a technology from one domain and one
function into another. Even though the functions are different, what both radiation
detection and batteries require is high area/volume ratio. Indeed, having made this
connection, the inventors are able to go on and say:
…The principles of the present invention may similarly be applied to other types of electrical
storage cells, such as energy-storage capacitors

In essence, what we have here is an example of an inventive step that doesn’t fit the 40
Pronciples. Rather, it is the rarely-observed ‘Change Function’ jump we have previously
discussed in earlier e-zines. As such, the Tel Aviv inventors provide us with their own
elegant reminder that ‘someone, somewhere already solved your problem’ can very often
lead to pretty much off-the-shelf solution opportunities.
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Best of the Month – Life Ascending
We head towards the world of biochemistry, life, the universe and everything for this
month’s reading recommendation.The story of how life evolved on Earth has been told
many times, but in Life Ascending, Nick Lane has come at it from an intriguingly fresh
angle. He takes us behind the scenes to look at the deep reasons and connections
underlying 10 key evolutionary ‘inventions’. While you might argue with some of the
choices (check out http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn9951-top-10-lifes-greatestinventions.html?full=true or Lynn Margulis’ ‘Microcosmos’ (a ‘Best of the Month’ choice a few
years ago) for a couple of important alternative perspectives, for example), what quickly
becomes very clear is all ten very much represent ‘invention’ in the sense of a stepchange advance. Furthermore, when mapped against the SI trends of discontinuous
evolution, each one can also be mapped relative to known jumps.
Lane’s Top Ten, plus the basic SI jumps they represent are as follows:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

‘Invention’
Origin of life
DNA
Photosynthesis
Complex Cell
Sex
Movement
Sight
Hot Blood
Consciousness
Death

Jump
(new function)
Mono-Bi-Poly (Various)
Mono-Bi-Poly (Various)
Mono-Bi-Poly (Various)
Mono-Bi-Poly (Inc. Differences)
Dynamization
Increasing Senses
Action Coordination
Nesting (Up)
Nesting (Up)

What makes this such a great read is that Lane does not, unlike many books published
recently, simply rehash the standard evolutionary tales. Instead, he has familiarised
himself with all the latest research and has made up his own mind about who is right.
The result is an original and frequently awe-inspiring account. The first two chapters are
perhaps the most coherent and convincing summaries of the dawn of life and of DNA
that we have ever seen. Even if Lane hasn't got all the answers right, a possibility he
openly acknowledges, he certainly seems to be asking the right questions. The word
never gets used, but central to those question and the arguments Lane makes is that life
advances every time there is a resolution of (one of our favourite words) contradictions.
Lest there be any doubt that Lane might accidentally be making a case for ‘intelligent
design’, there is never an implication that any of the ‘inventions’ or contradiction
resolutions were intentional or planned. Rather, by way of an example, when the right
combination of elements (carbon dioxide and hydrogen), catalyst and energy gradient
are brought together, ATP and then the first living cells will eventually appear. Or, put
another way, after a couple of billion years and several billions of random combination
‘experiments’, eventually something interesting happens.
Only towards the end of the book in the slightly-less-than-convincing arguments
surrounding the invention of consciousness and death does Lane appear to stumble.
Perhaps because by these points in the evolutionary story, the focus is very much about
humans and aspects of our brain that no-one yet fully understands.
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These quibbles apart, this is an exhilarating tour of some of the most profound and
important ideas in biology. No doubt we will be returning to the subject in a future article.
We’ve been trying to piece together a series of Evolution Potential plots mapping all of
the biological jumps that have lead to where we’re at today for some time now. Here’s
your chance to bone-up on one important perspective on the story before we go to press
with our own attempt to tell the greatest story ever told. Or something like it.
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Conference Report

UK TRIZ Forum #1
Clevedon, 14 May 2009
The UK is generating a lot of TRIZ content but it rarely gets presented in the UK. That was
the starting premise for the May 14 session where we started to put the situation right.
Forum#1 then was the first UK TRIZ practitioner and researcher forum event. In true TRIZcommunity fashion, three weeks before the event a grand total of three people had
registered. Hence we decided to run a low-key mini-meeting at SI HQ in Clevedon. No
sooner had this announcement been made, the whole world and his dog decided they
wanted to come along. A pity since the office couldn’t cope with more than 20 people.
Nevertheless, despite the frustrations of turning people away, the day was deemed to be a
success by the lucky 20 who secured their place in time. In all, twelve papers were
presented:
0830 - 0900

Registration & Coffee

0900-1030

John Cooke

How To Have Your TRIZ Cake And Eat It Too (More Impact
From TRIZ For Less Effort)

Paul Filmore

The Effect Of Myers-Briggs Type On Engineering Innovation

Shuo-Kai Tsai

The BRIGHT Hypothesis, A Method For Introducing TRIZ

Conall O’Cathain

Pushing The Boundary Of Architectural Education With TRIZ

1030-1100

Coffee

1100-1230

Darrell Mann

Unheard Voice Of The Customer: Understanding Populations
Better Than Populations Understand Themselves

Olga Bogatyreva

A Tool For Solving Problems That Are Unknown Yet - How
TRIZ Helps Astronauts In Their Missions To Mars And Moon

Adrian Cole

Unravelling And Resolving Hybrid Electric Vehicle Design
Conflicts

John Cooke

Two Ways To Solve The Same Problem – A Comparison Of
TRIZ Tools In Action

1230-1330

Buffet lunch

1330-1500

Darrell Mann

Updating TRIZ - 2006-2008 Patent Research Findings

Elies Dekoninck
Thomas Howard

Comparing the effectiveness of TRIZ stimuli with three other
creative stimuli tools in company brainstorming sessions

Mir Abubakr
Shahdad

From Computer-Aided Invention To Computer-Aided
Innovation

Julian Vincent

TRIZ Is The Key To Biomimetics

1500-1530

Tea break

1530-1630

Panel Session

1640

Close
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One of the best aspects of having a small audience was that the level of participation was
high. Every paper received a slew of downstream questions and, for the most part, all
egos were checked at the door on the way in to the room, answers were genuinely listend
to and minds were open to receiving alternative views of the TRIZ world.
The short discussion session at the end of the day concluded that there was interest in
running a follow-up event later on in the year. More details of that event on the website as
soon as dates have been identified. In the meantime, anyone who wasn’t able to make it
to this event can get a CD containing the presentations and a clutch of supplementary
materials submitted by attendees who couldn’t be accommodated into the formal
programme. Send 30GBP and an email to s.k.tsai@systematic-innovation.com.
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Investments – Rapid-Charge Battery
Engineers have found a way to make lithium batteries that are smaller, lighter, longer
lasting and capable of recharging in seconds. The researchers believe the quick-charging
batteries could open up new applications, including better batteries for electric cars.
And because they use older materials in a new way, the batteries could be available for
sale in two to three years, a team from Massachusetts Institute of Technology reported in
a recent issue of Nature.
Current rechargeable lithium batteries can store large amounts of energy, making them
long-running. But they are stingy about releasing their power, making them discharge
energy slowly and require hours to recharge. Scientists traditionally have blamed slowmoving lithium ions - which carry charge across the battery - for this sluggishness.
However, about five years ago, Gerbrand Ceder and a team at MIT discovered that lithium
ions in traditional lithium iron phosphate battery material actually move quite quickly.
"It turned out there were other limitations," Ceder said. Ceder and colleagues discovered
that lithium ions travel through tunnels accessed from the surface of the material. If a
lithium ion at the surface is directly in front of a tunnel entrance, it can quickly deliver a
charge. But if the ion is not at the entrance, it cannot easily move there, making it less
efficient at delivering a charge. Ceder and colleagues remedied this by revamping the
battery recipe. "We changed the composition of the base material and we changed the
way it is made - the heat treatment," Ceder said.

Scanning electron micrograph of a particle of the new
battery material. Dark area indicates the inside of the
particle surrounded by a lighter surface layer only 5nm wide.

This created many smooth tunnels in the material that allow the ions to slip in and out
easily. "The trick was knowing what to change," he said.
Using their new processing technique, the team made a small battery that could be fully
charged in 10 to 20 seconds. Ceder thinks the material could lead to smaller, lighter
batteries because less material is needed for the same result.
And – best bit – because they simply tinkered with a material already commonly used for
batteries, it could be easily adapted for commercial use.
Solve one contradiction, of course, and another one inevitably appears. The present
contradiction, according to Ceder again, is handling transient power surges. "All of the
wiring has to get beefed up," he said. Hmm. Duration of action versus area conflict
anyone?
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Generational Cycles – US Generational Voting Patterns
The 2008 US elections represented some kind of a watershed in American politics. The
NY Times recently published this breakdown of how different age-groups voted during the
election:

This strange looking characteristic appears to show some traits of a generational
influence. In order to test the effect, here’s what happens when the NYT finding is plotted
on the same scale as our usual generational cycle graph:

And, finally, here’s what happens when we re-draw the NYT picture with the Strauss &
Howe generational boundaries and archetypal characteristics included:
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While there is insufficient data here to draw any significant causal link conclusions, it
would certainly appear that there are some very strong generational patterns present in
the picture. We’ll leave you to draw your own conclusions. Maybe, while you’re doing just
that, bear in mind that the Boomers (‘Prophet’ generation) and GenY (‘Hero’ generation)
always tend to be baby boom generations, whereas the intermediate Nomad and Artist
generations tend to be times of baby bust. When you get two ‘boom’ generations in the
voting population, whatever they say basically is what the country gets.
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Biology – Atlantic Jackknife Clam (Ensis directus)

Ensis directus has a thin, elongated shell that is slightly curved. It ranges from yellowish to
dark brown in color. The length of E. directus is about six times its width. It can grow to be
about 10 in. It has a coating around its shell to protect it from eroding in the mud or sand.
Ensis directus is a bivalve, which means that its shell has two parts. The body of Ensis
directus is surrounded by the mantle and the mantle is seperated into two parts. Each part
of the mantle secretes a shell. The two shells are connected by an elastic ligament that
allows for it to open and close. Both parts are usually identical and are made up of calcium
carbonate and protein. It has a huge foot that allows it to move through water or to burrow
in the sand. When the foot is extended all the way, it is almost as long as the clam's body.

Ensis directus burrows into the sand using its foot and it only surfaces during high tide. It
will climb close to the surface so that only its siphons are exposed. These two siphons are
used for filtering food and water. When low tide occurs, it burrows vertically back down
below the surface. The Clam is an extremely fast burrower and is very hard to be caught
due to its great speed. It is also a remarkable swimmer. It is able to propel itself through
water by expelling water through its shell and drawing in its foot. This action is repeated
over and over again allowing it to move through the water.
It is the Clam’s amazing burrowing capability, however, that sees it featured in the e-zine
this month. Despite its fragile appearance, the powerful foot allows the Clam to dig itself
into mud or sand in seconds. How this speed is achieved is very interesting. Firstly, the
foot narrows and stretches itself down making a small diameter hole into the sand. The
extended foot then swells with water, thus widening the hole. Next, the distal end of the
foot then anchors itself at the bottom of the hole, before finally contracting and hence
dragging the rest of the clam-shell after it.
The basic underlying contradiction this amazing design solution resolves is the one
between the desire to hide itself in the sand as quickly as possible, versus its size (frontal
area specifically). Here’s what the Contradiction Matrix has to say about how human
designers have sought to solve equivalent problems in other domains:
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Principle 29, Pneumatics & Hydraulics and Principle 34, Discarding & Recovering both
appear to correlate very nicely with the Clam’s chosen solution. Also interesting is the
presence of Principle 14, Curvature. It is not clear by reading the marine biologist texts on
the Jackknife Clam, but our suspicion is that the slightly curved form of the clam’s shell
also helps ease the transition of the shell down into the widened hole.
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Short Thort

“It must be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to plan, more
doubtful of success, nor more dangerous to management than the creation
of a new system. For the initiator has the enmity of all who would profit by
the preservation of the old institution and merely lukewarm defenders in
those who gain by the new ones.”
Machiavelli

News
Understanding Populations
Due to popular demand, we will be running our first ‘Understanding Populations (Better
Than They Understand Themselves)’ workshop to a specially invited audience at our
Clevedon office. A small number of places will be made available to the public. The 2-day
workshop will be held in mid-July. Details on the website Diary page.
eunoia
Our newest software tools eunoia(Turbo) and eunoia(Define) will be available for the Beta
test community from the end of this month. eunoia(Turbo) is first and foremost a
brainstorming session turbocharger, combining the TRIZ 40 Principles with a cluster of
more recent advances. Eunoia(Define) is a simple problem definition tool based on the
IFR Attribute template. Eunoia means ‘beautiful thinking’, and also carries the distinction of
being the shortest word in the English language to feature all five vowels.
Welcome!
We are happy to announce that Shuo-Kai Tsai joined the SI team in May. Kai, who has
just completed one of the world’s first TRIZ-related PhDs at the University of Sussex in
Brighton, will be based in the Clevedon office. He his primary responsibilities, apart from
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ensuring the smooth running of the office, will be the helping in the creation of new SI textbooks.
New Projects
This month’s new projects from around the Network:
Oil/gas – training sessions
Oil/gas supplier – problem solving clinics
Aerospace – strategy workshop
Chemical – innovation culture programme
Utility – problem solution/implementation project
Machine tool – IP generation project
Government – innovation strategy education seminars
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